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LEE
ROBINSON
BY WILL WAINEWRIGHT

One of the biggest names of the noughties is back. Lee Robinson speaks out on
crypto, Brexit and plans for his rapidly-growing firm

ee Robinson made his
name – and many millions – co-founding the
event-driven
specialist
Trafalgar Asset Managers in the noughties. The industry’s pre-crisis heyday
was good to the outspoken Australian, who honed his trading skills at
Bankers Trust and Tudor Investments
in the 1990s. In 2008, Robinson and
co-founder Theo Phanos sold a stake in
Trafalgar to Petershill, the private equity unit owned by Goldman Sachs.
So far, so familiar. Robinson’s story in
the decade after the financial crisis is
less well-known. After starting a family office in Monaco, he eventually left
Trafalgar – which continues today as
CapeView Investments – to focus on his
new venture, Altana Wealth.
“Starting Altana then was a terrible
decision in hindsight,” Robinson, in typically candid style, tells EuroHedge at
his firm’s London office. “It was incredibly difficult to raise money in 2012-13.
Investors were only writing tickets to
big established firms.”
The financial crisis, a brutal time for
many hedge funds, and subsequent
Madoff scandal had killed appetite for
start-up funds. “The 2008 crisis was

damaging, but the most destructive
event for hedge funds and their ability
to raise money was Madoff,” says Robinson. “Investors – whether families,
individuals or fund of funds guys – who
had for years done things on trust
found themselves blown out of the water. It destroyed confidence in process
and due diligence.”
Investors flocked to the biggest firms
as allocators plumped for firms that
they would not be fired for selecting.
“It killed the hedge fund industry for a
long time and changed the investment
industry forever,” adds Robinson.
Altana Wealth relied mainly on his
fortune for several years. “I grossly
underestimated how difficult it would
be,” he admits. But the 49-year-old
has no regrets, particularly given the
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FIRM FACTS

ALTANA WEALTH
About $500m under management.
60% of assets run in Enhanced Index Fund,
which sells calls and put spreads across
short-dated maturities and multiple strikes.
Targets passive investors.
30 staff in London and Monaco.

firm’s more recent progress. After years
out of the spotlight, he has given EuroHedge his first major interview to mark
the firm’s swift growth and success in
an array of strategies.
Robinson’s return to prominence has
resulted in part from the success of the
Altana Digital Currency Fund (ADCF),
which posted a quadruple-digit return
last year. He drew headlines as one of
the first mainstream hedge fund managers to take on cryptocurrencies – but
his firm also runs products in more vanilla areas, such as event-driven credit
and corporate bonds.
Investors are taking notice, with assets more than doubling since the middle of 2017 to about $500m. Altana
has grown from a 12-person operation
to 30 and further growth seems likely.
Robinson was met with interest from
institutions when he recently visited
New York for the first time in three
years. Elevation to the Billion Dollar
Club, which for so long seemed unlikely, could be around the corner.
Robinson is setting no targets, but
his enthusiasm is clear. “I’m enjoying
Altana,” he says. “I’m dealing with
a lot of innovative areas. My crypto
and machine-learning guys all have a
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THE AUSTRALIAN CONNECTION

Lee Robinson is not the only Australian to have made
a name in the hedge fund industry:
Alfred Winslow Jones, a financial journalist and
investor widely seen as the “father” of the modern
hedge fund industry, was born in Melbourne.
Greg Coffey, whose link to Australia is perhaps the
most widely known because of his “Wizard of Oz”
nickname, returned to manage money in London
this year with Kirkoswald Capital Partners. The former GLG Partners and Moore Capital star “retired”
in 2012 after making his reputation – and fortune –
as a global macro trader.
Sir Michael Hintze, who was born in China but grew
up in Australia and served in the army before entering finance, founded CQS Management almost 20
years ago. The credit-focused multi-strategy manager now runs $16.6bn, making his firm the eighth
largest hedge fund manager in Europe, according to
the latest EuroHedge Billion Dollar Club.
Perth-born Hilton Nathanson founded Marble Bar
Asset Management in 2002, which grew into one of
the best-known hedge fund firms of the noughties.

positive outlook and early-stage career energy about them. It really does
rub off on you.”
The crypto pitch
His excitement is especially obvious
when discussing crypto, a phenomenon unlike any previous in his career.
“Crypto has put everything I’ve ever
done in volatile markets into second
place,” he says. “There was no institutional presence five years ago, when
we got involved. Only retail. It is traded 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Trading information is often in a foreign language. The price movement
is incredible, it looks almost out of
control.”
Digital currency products account
for just $25m of Altana assets, with
the ADCF complemented by a crypto
trade finance fund, which extends
loans. Despite the small size, Robinson
takes the asset class seriously. “My
job is to make investment decisions
where I have an information or structure advantage,” he says. In a largely
retail market, his long track record as
a professional investor has given him
an edge.
He is serious about blockchain too.
“I always use the example of cars with

clients. Imagine it is 1905 or 1910
and you are told the growth of the
car industry will render horse-drawn
carriages obsolete,” he says. “What do
I invest in – cars, engines, service stations? Well, if the car business booms,
there will be a lot of miles travelled,
a lot of mileage. The best investment
100 years ago was oil.”
He sees Bitcoin as the fuel for
blockchain. “For every blockchain
transaction there is a tiny payment
needed of Bitcoin. If you have millions
of transactions, they add up to quite
a bit.” And managing the volatility?
“The difference between a professional and an investor is knowing

ing-class roots in Australia and northeast England.
His parents were British and migrated to Australia as “ten-pound Poms” in
1968 and he was born a year later. His
father worked at the local steel works
before the family returned after nine
years and Robinson was educated at
a state school in Cleethorpes, near
Grimsby. A mathematics scholarship
to Magdalene College, Cambridge
changed everything for him.
“It was eye-opening,” says Robinson.
“To see a world of privilege on TV is one
thing, but to see it up close in real life;
the different quality of education that
comes from smaller classrooms and

when to sell.”
This is a point of principle for Robinson. “I always ask investors to join me in
redeeming if the timing is right and the
opportunity has passed. That is what
alignment of interest and alpha and
hence Altana is all about.” A former colleague tells EuroHedge that Robinson’s
focus on risk management should not
be underestimated.

the best teachers. Many of my peers
at Cambridge had done sport every
day at their schools. At my school in
Cleethorpes we had one session of
sport every week, either cross-country
or football.”
His background is different to many
of the hedge fund elite, with many
leading lights – from George Robinson
to Chris Rokos – schooled at Eton. A
former colleague says you only need to
look to Robinson’s background to see
where his ferocious drive and outspoken nature originated.
“I didn’t realise until my mid-twenties what I am, which is a very creative
problem solver,” he says. “Markets are
the biggest puzzle of all because they

Cleethorpes to Cambridge
We are discussing cryptocurrencies in
Altana’s Mayfair boardroom, a stone’s
throw from Oxford Circus. An Andy
Warhol screen print of the Queen
dominates the wall behind him. It is
all a long way from Robinson’s workALTANA’S CRYPTO RETURNS
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TIMELINE: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LEE ROBINSON

are constantly changing – the numbers
change, the rules change, the players
change, the mechanics change.”
He feels fortunate, in hindsight, to
have started his career in the bear
market sparked when the Japanese
asset price bubble popped. “My first
job was trading the Nikkei, using derivatives – it was pretty volatile,” he
remembers. Three years later he was in
a bull market in bonds, before trading
in a further two bear markets later in
the 1990s.
“I was unlucky or lucky depending
how you view it to see so many bear
markets in such a short career span,”
he says. “It was great fun. I also learned

October 1969 Born in Australia to British

to trade well in volatile markets.” That
experience would stand him in good
stead when he first dipped his toe into
crypto two decades later.
From Bankers Trust he moved to
work for industry legend Paul Tudor
Jones on the equity side and set up
their event-driven book. “At that time
most merger arb trades were done
from an investment banking point of
view rather than a binary payoff point
of view,” he says. “I structured a lot
of symmetrical deals where I would
buy the stock but also puts, so that I
made money whether the deal broke
or not.”

Managers in London alongside Theo Phanos.

parents.

The 2008 short mortgage trade:
“I remember the hair on the back of my
neck standing up – I thought it was one of

1978 Family returns to UK. Schooled in
Grimsby before mathematics scholarship to
Magdalene College, University of Cambridge.

the best risk/reward trades I’d ever seen.”
Starting Altana:
“I have no regrets about leaving Trafalgar
– but perhaps I grossly underestimated

1990s Spells at BNP Paribas, Bankers Trust

how difficult it would be, no matter how

and Deutsche Bank.

big your industry reputation, after Madoff
and 2008.”

1998 Joins Tudor Investment Corp. and
builds firm’s risk arbitrage business.

May 2001 Launches Trafalgar Asset
Runs Catalyst and Special Situations fund.

Bitcoin:
“Crypto has put everything I’ve ever done
in volatile markets into second place.”
Brexit:
“The EU is going to implode so getting
out now is not the worst idea.”

Firm goes on to win four EuroHedge Awards.

2008 Strikes deal to sell stake in Trafalgar to
Petershill. Catalyst rises 5% in worst year of
financial crisis as Robinson hedges against
financial meltdown, the Iceland default, subprime mortgage collapse and weakening of
European Banks.

2009 Moves to Monaco and forms Altana
Wealth to manage personal estate.

May 2011 “Inflation is the worry,” says Robin-

Tudor to Trafalgar
Having cut his teeth working for others, by the turn of the millennium he
felt the urge to start his own firm and
teamed up with former colleague Theo
Phanos. “It was super-exciting,” he
recalls, but a big shock too. “The extra
two to three hours a day that get taken
up by other non-investment items is
very draining at first.”
Robinson picked up where he left off
at Tudor and started a new event-driven arbitrage fund, named Trafalgar
Catalyst. He continued to find success
targeting “timetabled” event-driven
plays, such as liquidations and spinoffs, and “non-timetabled” special
situations traded in a second fund. Trafalgar, which managed more than $3bn
at its peak, created more than $1bn in
gross profit for investors, according to
Robinson. “I look at my peers who have
worked at banks and are retiring, and

ROBINSON ON…

son in a keynote address at the EuroHedge
Summit, one of a series of inflation warnings
he made following the financial crisis. He
says the era is “probably the most dangerous period for investing since World War II.”

2011 Leaves Trafalgar to focus on Altana
Wealth. Goldman Sachs retains a stake in the
firm for a while.

2014 Starts Altana Digital Currency Fund in
May, losing 41% in the rest of the year before
two years of double-digit annual gains.

2017 Altana Digital Currency Fund makes
1,496% in a single year trading cryptocurrencies.

June 2018 Lee Robinson speaks at EuroHedge Summit in London.

you just think ‘what kind of epitaph
have they left?’”
The success led to the Petershill deal,
which was agreed just months before
Lehman Brothers imploded. Robinson
was on the right side of the short-mortgage trade after meeting Deutsche
Bank’s Gregg Lippmann, who was later
written into the history books in The
Big Short by Michael Lewis.
“I remember the hair on the back of
my neck standing up – I thought it was
one of the best risk/reward trades I’d
ever seen. We put the trade on, leading
me to see we were going to have a credit crisis much worse than 2002/03 and
needed to get our investors through it
unscathed.”
The crisis enhanced Robinson’s reputation, with Catalyst rising 5% as many
other funds bombed. “We were bearish – but maybe not bearish enough.
2007 to 2008 was just fantastic in some
ways, horrible in others,” he says. “This
time a decade ago, we were positioned
correctly, but knew that if Morgan
Stanley or Goldman Sachs went under
we would take a 20-point hit, maybe
more – it was just horrible.”
Memories of the 2008 crisis have
been stirred by last month’s 10-year
anniversary of the Lehman bankruptcy.
Sir Michael Hintze, another manager in
Europe with Australian roots (see box,
previous page), recently spoke out to
criticise their prime broker of the day
who doubled their margin and tried to

Sources: Altana website; The Australian; HFM data and archive.
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buy their portfolio. His firm CQS now
retains the services of 11 brokers, according to the Financial Review article.
“I don’t think anybody came out of
that time without scars, winner or loser. You couldn’t rely on counterparties
being solvent,” says Robinson. “Over a
period of three weeks, something like
24 banks were bust. We had one bad
half-day when Gordon Brown banned
the shorting of banks, but overall we
played it well. It was probably as late
as 2010 I was able to take stock and realise quite how big that period was for
financial markets.”
Going it alone

attention is spread across too many
different projects. “But it is important
to be diversified,” he adds. “Particularly now, with markets as expensive as
they’ve been in history. I have a lot of
skilled people running these various
strategies.”
Our conversation turns to the next
crisis. “The question that keeps niggling
away at us is whether the next recession is a credit recession,” says Robinson. “We have got a lot more debt now
than in 2007. If you have a slowdown
and debt-to-GDP of over 100% – which
it is in almost every country in the western world – any sort of slowdown can
become a credit recession, which ends

In 2011 the Catalyst fund shut down,
with the Financial Times reporting that
some investors had redeemed over
concerns Robinson was too focused on
his Monaco-based venture. Whatever
the full story, it was a natural end to a
fund which had been undeniably successful. “I was getting slightly restless
doing what we did at Trafalgar and
wanted to start trying different things,”
says Robinson now.
He has been focused on Altana and
based in Monaco ever since. Despite
recent growth in assets, Robinson
insists that is not the ultimate goal.
“The aspiration is, and has been since
the Trafalgar days, to run a range of
alpha-generating funds. Several if not
all will have capacity constraints,” he
says. “We believe that being nimbler,
by looking at smaller situations, we can
create genuine alpha.”
The firm’s plan to start a new offering, dubbed the non-scalable alpha
fund (NSAF), is evidence of this approach in action. It will combine separate bets, all of which are constrained
by size. The first strut to this fund is
Altana’s existing director-dealing strategy, led by Alphons Vermorken, which
trades systematically in $1bn-plus US
firms and places trades based purely on
whether directors are buying or selling
stocks in the companies. A European
version is planned.
With the firm also running funds focused on hard and digitial currencies,
distressed and liquid credit and even
wine, Robinson admits that investors
sometimes question whether Altana’s

up being a crisis.”
He thinks banks in America are far
better capitalised now than they were
a decade ago, but not in Europe. “We
need to be vigilant. I am still a little bit
shocked at how much emerging market debt there is in non-local currency,”
he adds. “It has almost doubled in 10
years, despite low interest rates. You do
wonder if anything was actually fixed
after 2008.”
He believes the Federal Reserve is
making a mistake by moving rates up
while reducing the supply of liquidity.
“Corporates don’t like higher interest
rates, of course, but they hate lack
of liquidity. If I were running the Fed I
would raise rates without reducing liquidity, because liquidity helps people
adjust to higher rates.”
Altana has avoided emerging markets all year for similar reasons: “too
much debt, and liquidity is being taken
out of the system. It has been compounded by repatriation of US dollars
from offshore banking to onshore,” he
says. “There are countries, Turkey being
the obvious example, which must bring
in a lot of oil and other imports. India is
another one to watch which could have
problems as US dollars become harder
to come by and oil prices rise.”
Robinson, it is clear, has not fallen
out of love with investing. Why else
be so engaged in markets now, rather
than relax with his fortune in Monaco.
“We continue to find interesting, often
groundbreaking ideas generating better returns – which is something I hope
to be doing to my death.”

BREXIT VIEWS

Lee Robinson’s views on British politics drew
notice in March when he said Theresa May was
leading the “worst British cabinet in history”
which was “utterly useless at negotiating”.
Picking up on the theme, he makes his views
on Brexit clear to EuroHedge. “Brexit is not
about wealth. It is about a lower standard of
living in return for more control over your laws,”
he says. “If I give you a choice between a highly-paid servant’s job or being your own master
for less money, I think most people would
choose the latter.”
The European project is “deeply flawed” in his
view. “You cannot have a currency union without
fiscal union. You cannot have unaccountable
representation from Brussels. It is a system
that leads, in the wrong hands, to tyranny and
oppression,” he says.
“I love Europe and the idea of a European
union is a great one. But not in its current
construct. The question you’ve got to ask yourself is, if it’s so bloody good, why does every
national referendum either go against the EU or
only marginally approve?
“The EU is going to implode so getting out
now is not the worst idea,” adds Robinson, who
does not believe the UK should agree to pay
any money to leave. “We helped build this golf
clubhouse, and now we are being asked to pay
to leave? That doesn’t make sense. The UK has
been weak all the way through.”

